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Route Directions 
 

Name: …………………………………  Date: ………….. 

 
Your completed questions form part of the coursework required for assessment. Please contact Training 
Support for details of how to submit your work. 
 
Please tick or underline each correct answer. 
 
1. When giving route directions we recommend that you should look at:  
 
a. the road ahead 
b. the learner 
c. an instructors eye-mirror 
d. the rear view mirror  
 
 
2. In the context of giving route directions the letters ADI stand for: 
 
a. alert, direct, identify 
b. advise, direct, identify 
c. alert, discuss, inspect 
d. advise, direct, insist 
 
 
3. In the videos John explained the terminology "At the end of the road I'd like you to turn left" can be 
particularly useful:  
 
a. for test standard drivers 
b. in the early stages of learning 
c. in a strange area 
d. for full licence holders  
 
 
4. When there is a 'no entry' very close to a junction where you want your learner to turn left, it would be 
useful to: 
 
a. give an instruction to "take the second road to the left"  
b. wait until passing the no-entry before giving a direction 
c. give an instruction to "take the first available road on the left" 
d. talk very quickly when giving the direction 
 
 
5. When wishing to take the road opposite at a crossroad and a direction is required, we recommend that 
you use the direction: 
 
a. go straight on at the crossroad 
b. drive over the crossroad 
c. follow the road ahead 
d. follow on straight 
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6. When giving directions at roundabouts:  
 
a. it can be useful to give the exit number 
b. you should not give the exit number 
c. you should always indicate which lane to take 
d. you should always give an exit number 
 
 
7. When giving directions it is:  
 
a. a good idea to ask learners to follow signs 
b. not advisable to ask learners to follow signs 
c. always appropriate to ask learners to follow signs 
d. only necessary to ask learners to follow signs during a mock test  
 
 
8. Mistimed directions:  
 
a. will not normally cause a problem 
b. can make it difficult to assess the learner's driving standard 
c. will be overlooked in a strange area during ADI Part-Three 
d. are useful for testing a learner's reaction time  
 
 
9. The videos mentioned misleading directions. A word that you need to be particularly careful with and that 
can cause confusion is:  
 
a. left 
b. ahead 
c. right 
d. before  
 
 
10. When giving route directions to drivers in the early stages of learning you are likely to need: 
 
a. more information in the directions you give 
b. less information in the directions you give 
c. the same amount of information in directions as test standard learners 
d. to speak louder because they will be concentrating hard 
 


